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this gentleman for the one night. Mr. Beale has just
The Eames-Erskine Case Dorothy Fielding

told me that there is something wrong about the

2020-11-07 A dead body is found in a hotel's

wardrobe you see there. Kindly investigate that

wardrobe and points towards an unfortunate case of

large knot-hole in the back for yourself,

drug-overdose. But Inspector Pointer is not

Inspector."_x000D_ _x000D_ _x000D_

convinced and treats it as a murder mystery. Is he

Charged Emily Bazelon 2020-05-05 NEW YORK

right in his presumption? Or, is it indeed a drug-

TIMES BESTSELLER • A renowned journalist and

overdose case?_x000D_ Excerpt:_x000D_ "The door

legal commentator exposes the unchecked power of

opened noiselessly, and four men came in. They

the prosecutor as a driving force in America’s mass

were in plain clothes, and one carried a large box.

incarceration crisis—and charts a way out. “An

"Evening," said the first. "I am Chief Inspector

important, thoughtful, and thorough examination of

Pointer from New Scotland Yard. These are

criminal justice in America that speaks directly to

detectives Watts, Miller and Lester. What's

how we reduce mass incarceration.”—Bryan

wrong?" "I 'phoned," a tall young man answered

Stevenson, author of Just Mercy “This harrowing,

crisply. "I am the manager of the hotel. This is Mr.

often enraging book is a hopeful one, as well,

Beale, an American gentleman to whom this room

profiling innovative new approaches and the

was let a couple of hours ago. It really belongs to a

frontline advocates who champion

young fellow who is away for the week-end, but as

them.”—Matthew Desmond, author of Evicted

there was no other room available we assigned it to

FINALIST FOR THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
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BOOK PRIZE • SHORTLISTED FOR THE J.

two young people caught up in the criminal justice

ANTHONY LUKAS BOOK PRIZE • NAMED

system: Kevin, a twenty-year-old in Brooklyn who

ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY

picked up his friend’s gun as the cops burst in and

NPR • The New York Public Library • Library

was charged with a serious violent felony, and

Journal • Publishers Weekly • Kirkus Reviews The

Noura, a teenage girl in Memphis indicted for the

American criminal justice system is supposed to be a

murder of her mother. Bazelon tracks both

contest between two equal adversaries, the

cases—from arrest and charging to trial and

prosecution and the defense, with judges ensuring a

sentencing—and, with her trademark blend of

fair fight. That image of the law does not match the

deeply reported narrative, legal analysis, and

reality in the courtroom, however. Much of the

investigative journalism, illustrates just how

time, it is prosecutors more than judges who control

criminal prosecutions can go wrong and, more

the outcome of a case, from choosing the charge to

important, why they don’t have to. Bazelon also

setting bail to determining the plea bargain. They

details the second chances they prosecutors can

often decide who goes free and who goes to prison,

extend, if they choose, to Kevin and Noura and so

even who lives and who dies. In Charged, Emily

many others. She follows a wave of reform-minded

Bazelon reveals how this kind of unchecked power

D.A.s who have been elected in some of our biggest

is the underreported cause of enormous

cities, as well as in rural areas in every region of the

injustice—and the missing piece in the mass

country, put in office to do nothing less than

incarceration puzzle. Charged follows the story of

reinvent how their job is done. If they succeed,
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they can point the country toward a different and

The Charge Brendon Burchard 2012-05-15 The

profoundly better future.

best-selling author of The Millionaire Manager

The Valve World 1921

presents a case for a new approach to human

The Reason Why Cecil Woodham-Smith

ambition and achievement in today's stressful,

1991-07-01 This history is a war story of astonishing

technologically driven world, drawing on

courage and honor, of stupidity, of blood, death,

neuroscience studies and case studies to profile 10

agony -- and waste. Nothing in British campaign

sources of motivation that can be strategically

history has ever equaled the tragic farce that was

applied by today's business leaders. 150,000 first

the charge of the Light Brigade during the Crimean

printing.

War's Battle of Balaclava on October 25, 1854. In this

Pickett's Charge in History and Memory Carol

fascinating study, Cecil Woodham-Smith shows that

Reardon 2012-01-01 If, as many have argued, the

responsibility for the fatal mismanagement of the

Civil War is the most crucial moment in our

affair rested with the Earls of Cardigan and Lucan,

national life and Gettysburg its turning point, then

brothers-in-law and sworn enemies for more than

the climax of the climax, the central moment of our

thirty years. In revealing the combination of pride

history, must be Pickett's Charge. But as Carol

and obstinacy that was to prove so fatal, Woodham-

Reardon notes, the Civil War saw many other

Smith gives us a picture of a vanished world, in

daring assaults and stout defenses. Why, then, is it

which heroism and military glory guaranteed an

Pickett's Charge at Gettysburg--and not, for

immortality impossible in a more cynical age.

example, Richardson's Charge at Antietam or
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Humphreys's Assault at Fredericksburg--that looms

simultaneously and mutually intelligible.

so large in the popular imagination? As this

Gender and Power in the Third Reich V. Joshi

innovative study reveals, by examining the events

2003-07-08 This book examines the everyday

of 3 July 1863 through the selective and evocative

operations of the Gestapo, the Nazi secret police.

lens of 'memory' we can learn much about why

The Gestapo were able to detect the smallest signs

Pickett's Charge endures so strongly in the

of non-compliance with Nazi doctrines, especially

American imagination. Over the years, soldiers,

'crimes' pertaining to the private spheres of social,

journalists, veterans, politicians, orators, artists, poets,

family, and sexual life. One of the key factors in the

and educators, Northerners and Southerners alike,

enforcement of Nazi policies was the willingness of

shaped, revised, and even sacrificed the 'history' of

German citizens to provide the authorities with

the charge to create 'memories' that met ever-

information about suspected 'criminality'. This book

shifting needs and deeply felt values. Reardon

examines women denouncers in Nazi Germany

shows that the story told today of Pickett's Charge is

through close examination of the Gestapo files. The

really an amalgam of history and memory. The

author seeks to answer questions about how women

evolution of that mix, she concludes, tells us much

in particular used denunciation and why so many

about how we come to understand our nation's past.

ordinary women denounced 'deviants and

Religion and Scientific Naturalism David Ray

dissenters' to the Gestapo.

Griffin Articulates a metaphysical position capable of

The Charge Mark Adkin 2004 History has disagreed

rendering both science and religious experience

over who was to blame for one of Britain’s best-
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known military disasters. The book makes a

number one enemy by exposing Putin’s campaign

masterly analysis of the probabilities, discusses

to steal and launder hundreds of billions of dollars

factors previously overlooked, and argues that the

and kill anyone who stands in his way. When Bill

blunder was deliberate.

Browder’s young Russian lawyer, Sergei

The Last Duel Eric Jager 2005 Presents a case of

Magnitsky, was beaten to death in a Moscow jail,

scandal, crime, and justice in medieval France,

Browder made it his life’s mission to go after his

where a Norman knight returns from Scotland and

killers and make sure they faced justice. The first

finds his wife accusing an old friend and fellow

step of that mission was to uncover who was behind

courtier of raping her, leading to a battle to the

the $230 million tax refund scheme that Magnitsky

death.

was killed over. As Browder and his team tracked

Heaven is for Real Todd Burpo 2011 Why should

the money as it flowed out of Russia through the

we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? --

Baltics and Cyprus and on to Western Europe and

When does a person go to heaven? -- Where is

the Americas, they were shocked to discover that

heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?

Vladimir Putin himself was a beneficiary of the

Freezing Order Bill Browder 2022-04-12 NEW

crime. As law enforcement agencies began freezing

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Following his

the money, Putin retaliated. He and his cronies set

explosive New York Times bestseller Red Notice,

up honey traps, hired process servers to chase

Bill Browder returns with another gripping thriller

Browder through cities, murdered more of his

chronicling how he became Vladimir Putin’s

Russian allies, and enlisted some of the top lawyers
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and politicians in America to bring him down.

Delvey, a young con artist posing as an heiress in

Putin will stop at nothing to protect his money. As

New York City—as told by the former Vanity Fair

Freezing Order reveals, it was Browder’s campaign

photo editor who got seduced by her friendship and

to expose Putin’s corruption that prompted Russia’s

then scammed out of more than $62,000. Rachel

intervention in the 2016 US presidential election.

DeLoache Williams’s new friend Anna Delvey, a

At once a financial caper, an international

self-proclaimed German heiress, was worldly and

adventure, and a passionate plea for justice,

ambitious. She was also generous—picking up the

Freezing Order is a stirring morality tale about how

tab for lavish dinners at Le Coucou, infrared sauna

one man can take on one of the most ruthless

sessions at HigherDOSE, drinks at the 11 Howard

villains in the world—and win.

Library bar, and regular workout sessions with a

Reports of Cases Heard and Determined in the

celebrity personal trainer. When Anna proposed an

Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of the

all-expenses-paid trip to Marrakech at the five-star

State of New York New York (State). Supreme

La Mamounia hotel, Rachel jumped at the chance.

Court. Appellate Division 1906

But when Anna’s credit cards mysteriously stopped

My Friend Anna Rachel DeLoache Williams

working, the dream vacation quickly took a dark

2019-07-23 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

turn. Anna asked Rachel to begin fronting

ONE OF TIME’S 100 BEST BOOKS OF THE

costs—first for flights, then meals and shopping, and,

YEAR Sex and the City meets Bad Blood and Catch

finally, for their $7,500-per-night private villa.

Me if You Can in the astonishing true story of Anna

Before Rachel knew it, more than $62,000 had been
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charged to her credit cards. Anna swore she would

charge *Includes a bibliography for further reading

reimburse Rachel the moment they returned to

*Includes a table of contents The Charge of the

New York. Back in Manhattan, the repayment

Light Brigade is the most famous British cavalry

never materialized, and a shocking pattern of

charge in history, possibly also eclipsing the renown

deception emerged. Rachel learned that Anna had

of any other mounted attack conducted by the

left a trail of deceit—and unpaid bills—wherever

armed forces of other nations in the general

she’d been. Mortified, Rachel contacted the district

imagination. This cavalry action is certainly

attorney, and in a stunning turn of events, found

remembered far more vividly than the 1854 Battle

herself helping to bring down one of the city’s most

of Balaclava during which it occurred, and even the

notorious con artists. With breathless pacing and in-

wider Crimean War that led to the battle. Of course,

depth reporting from the person who experienced

the prominence of the Charge in popular and

it firsthand, My Friend Anna is an unforgettable

historical memory is due primarily to Alfred, Lord

true story of “glamour, greed, lust for power” (The

Tennyson's poem describing the events of that

New York Times), and female friendship.

distant late October afternoon. The bearded Poet

Supreme Court

Laureate crafted a powerful, gripping poetic

The Charge of the Light Brigade Charles River

narrative that fixed the encounter firmly in both

Editors 2017-02-09 *Includes pictures *Includes

the popular imagination and in the English literary

descriptions of the charge made by survivors

oeuvre. Millions of people who know nothing else

*Examines the myths and legends surrounding the

of the Crimean War between Great Britain and the
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Russian Empire are familiar with Tennyson's

So unquestioningly obedient were the British

memorable verses. At the same time, however, his

cavalrymen, the legend declares, that they were

words also created a narrative about the combat

willing to charge into a cannon's mouth and die

which has obscured much contrary evidence,

rather than raise a voice of protest against the

replacing fact with legend and completely

imbecility of their incompetent officers. This mix of

obscuring the true significance of the Charge of the

doomed courage and absolute, unfaltering

Light Brigade. Indeed, its perception by historians

compliance with the orders of their superiors,

and depiction in history books has been massively

however idiotic, had given the Light Brigade and

influenced by the sheer artistic power of

the British soldier in general a character of tragic

Tennyson's poem. Sober historians have unwitting

heroism. Powerful as this vision of buffoonish

cherry-picked the existing original documents to

commanders leading soldiers infused with ant-like

support Tennyson's "version" of the events while

obedience may be in the world of poetry,

disregarding much contrary evidence that provides

considerable documentation still exists which at least

a very different perspective of the Light Brigade's

partially refutes such an interpretation. These

attack. In fact, a closer examination of source

documents, recently revisited by a handful of

materials casts the Charge of the Light Brigade in a

historians, greatly diminish the role of upper-

very different light than the widely accepted

echelon mistakes in causing the Charge. They

version of men so highly disciplined and obedient

restore agency and initiative to the ordinary British

that they obeyed a suicidal order without question.

soldiers, highlighting them as fierce, independent-
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minded, and energetic actors in their own right,

no time at all.

who very nearly changed the outcome of the entire

Crimea: The Great Crimean War, 1854-1856 Trevor

Battle of Balaclava with their skill, courage, and

Royle 2000-05-19 Using primary military

daring. Ironically, it is possible to argue that the

dispatches, gives an in-depth account of the

Charge of the Light Brigade was an attack mostly

Crimean War, remarking on the war's military

initiated by the rank and file, and that it was

tactics, brutal nature, and significant impact on

largely successful. The actual blunder was the

modern warfare.

failure of other commanders to support the charge

War, Strategy and the Modern State, 1792–1914

by sending in infantry in its wake, which could

Carl Cavanagh Hodge 2016-11-25 This book is a

potentially have led to the complete rout of the

comparative study of military operations conducted

Russian forces. Instead, the British commanders did

my modern states between the French Revolution

nothing to exploit the breakthrough created by the

and World War I. It examines the complex

initiative, skill, and ferocity of the ordinary

relationship between political purpose and strategy

cavalryman, squandering the opportunity they had

on the one hand, and the challenge of realizing

been offered. The Charge of the Light Brigade

strategic goals through military operations on the

chronicles the history and legacy of the ill-fated

other. It argues further that following the

cavalry charge. Along with pictures of important

experience of the Napoleonic Wars military

people, places, and events, you will learn about the

strength was awarded a primary status in

Charge of the Light Brigade like never before, in

determining the comparative modernity of all the
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Great Powers; that military goals came

explores a dark history with an honest and objective

progressively to distort a sober understanding of the

style.

national interest; that a genuinely political and

Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power

diplomatic understanding of national strategy was

United States. Congress. House. Temporary National

lost; and that these developments collectively

Economic Committee 1940 Continuation of

rendered the military and political catastrophe of

investigation of economic concentration in industry

1914 not inevitable yet probable.

and commerce; pt. 5A: Contains FTC report on

Parliamentary Papers Great Britain. Parliament.

industry monopolistic practices; pt. 15A Contains

House of Commons 1902

report on marketing practices in the retail

Motor Age 1920

distribution of motor fuel and motor lubricant

Whence They Came Barbara Ann Roberts 1988

products; pt. 17A: Contains replies of oil companies

Until recently, immigration policy was largely in

to the committee questionnaire on financial data and

the hands of a small group of bureaucrats, who

related topics.

strove desperately to fend off "offensive" peoples.

Locked In John Pfaff 2017-02-07 "Pfaff, let there be

Barbara Roberts explores these government officials,

no doubt, is a reformer...Nonetheless, he believes

showing how they not only kept the doors closed

that the standard story--popularized in particular by

but also managed to find a way to get rid of some of

Michelle Alexander, in her influential book, The

those who managed to break through their

New Jim Crow--is false. We are desperately in

carefully guarded barriers. Robert's important book

need of reform, he insists, but we must reform the
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right things, and address the true problem."--Adam

revealing that the most widely accepted

Gopnik, The New Yorker A groundbreaking

explanations-the failed War on Drugs, draconian

examination of our system of imprisonment,

sentencing laws, an increasing reliance on private

revealing the true causes of mass incarceration as

prisons-tell us much less than we think. Pfaff urges

well as the best path to reform In the 1970s, the

us to look at other factors instead, including a major

United States had an incarceration rate comparable

shift in prosecutor behavior that occurred in the

to those of other liberal democracies-and that rate

mid-1990s, when prosecutors began bringing felony

had held steady for over 100 years. Yet today,

charges against arrestees about twice as often as they

though the US is home to only about 5 percent of

had before. He describes a fractured criminal justice

the world's population, we hold nearly one quarter

system, in which counties don't pay for the people

of its prisoners. Mass incarceration is now widely

they send to state prisons, and in which white

considered one of the biggest social and political

suburbs set law and order agendas for more-heavily

crises of our age. How did we get to this point?

minority cities. And he shows that if we hope to

Locked In is a revelatory investigation into the root

significantly reduce prison populations, we have no

causes of mass incarceration by one of the most

choice but to think differently about how to deal

exciting scholars in the country. Having spent

with people convicted of violent crimes-and why

fifteen years studying the data on imprisonment,

some people are violent in the first place. An

John Pfaff takes apart the reigning consensus

authoritative, clear-eyed account of a national

created by Michelle Alexander and other reformers,

catastrophe, Locked In transforms our
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understanding of what ails the American system of

from the strategic and tactical problems of the

punishment and ultimately forces us to reconsider

battlefield to what it was like for the trooper in the

how we can build a more equitable and humane

valley or a Russian gunner serving his cannon.

society.

Through the novel use of sketches you can, at

The Accountant 1917

every stage, look down the on the battlefield from

The Law Journal Reports 1889

the same position as that used by the British

Electrical News 1912

commander-in-chief, Lord Raglan. You’ll see the

Charge it to the Game Keaidy Selmon 101

situation as Raglan saw it when he gave each of his

Canadian Mining Journal 1916

infamous four orders that led to the charge. The

The Charge Mark Adkin 2017-04-30 Unravels facts

fourth order, that launched the Brigade down the

from fiction about one of the most controversial

valley of death, involved four “horsemen of

episodes in military history: the British cavalry’s

calamity.” Raglan gave the order, Captain Nolan

Crimean War disaster. This book shatters many

delivered it, Lord Lucan received it, and the Earl of

long-held conceptions of how and why this military

Cardigan executed it. History has disagreed over the

action happened, and who was to blame. You’ll ride

share of the blame. The author makes a masterly

with the Regiments down the valley, visit the

analysis of the probabilities and discusses factors

Russian guns as they frantically fire from three

previously overlooked. There is a cogent argument,

sides, before limping painfully back up the valley

never made before, that the blunder was deliberate.

with the survivors. The story switches skillfully

This book is probably the closest we will ever get to
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the truth about the charge of the Light Brigade.

itself to the essential lessons of Vietnam: the danger

Argument Before the Committee on Commerce of

of imperial arrogance, the limits of military force,

the Senate of the United States on the Reagan Bill

the importance of international and constitutional

Albert Fink 1884

law, and the power of morality.

Tale of Two Quagmires Kenneth J. Campbell

Prairie Farmer 1922

2015-12-03 Is Iraq becoming another Vietnam?

Rhinoceros Success Scott Alexander 2003-01-01 Go

Author Kenneth Campbell received a Purple Heart

get the life you want. Be a Rhinoceros! There is

after serving 13 months in Vietnam. He then spent

something dangerous about this book. Something

years campaigning to get the US out of the war.

big. Something full of power, energy and force of

Here, Campbell lays out the political similarities of

will. It could be about you. You could become three

both wars. He traces the chief lessons of Vietnam,

tons of thick-skinned, snorting hard-charging

which helped America successfully avoid

rhinoceros. It is time to go get the life you want.

quagmires for thirty years, and explains how

Hell Riders Terry Brighton 2013-12-10 On the

neoconservatives within the Bush administration

150th anniversary of the world's most famous

cynically used the tragedy of 9/11 to override the

cavalry charge comes a revisionist retelling of the

"Vietnam syndrome" and drag America into a new

battle based on firsthand accounts from the soldiers

quagmire in Iraq. In view of where the U.S. finds

who fought there In October 1854, with the

itself today -- unable to stay but unable to leave --

Crimean War just under way and British and

Campbell recommends that America re-dedicate

French troops pushing the tsar's forces back from
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the Black Sea, seven hundred intrepid English

communicated and misinterpreted, and an

horsemen charged a mile and a half into the most

unfathomable indifference on the part of British

heavily fortified Russian position in the Crimea in

officers to the men who survived the battle and

Ukraine. In the seven minutes it took the cavalry to

were left to tend their wounds and bury the dead

cross this distance, more than five hundred of them

in the freezing cold. While the charge overran the

were killed. Celebrated in poetry and legend, the

Russians, it gained nothing and the war continued

charge of the Light Brigade has stood for a century

for another two years. In finally capturing the truth

and a half as a pure example of military dash and

behind the charge of the Light Brigade, Brighton

daring. Until now, historical accounts of this cavalry

offers a stirring portrait of incredible bravery in the

charge have relied upon politically motivated press

service of a misguided endeavor.

reports and diaries kept by the aristocratic British

Roots of Wisdom: A Tapestry of Philosophical

generals who commanded the action. In Hell

Traditions Helen Buss Mitchell 2018-01-01

Riders, noted historian and Crimean War expert

Mitchell's ROOTS OF WISDOM: A TAPESTRY

Terry Brighton looks, for the first time, to the

OF PHILOSOPHICAL TRADITIONS, Eighth

journals recorded by survivors-the soldiers who did

Edition, invites readers to explore universal and

the fighting. His riveting firsthand narrative

current philosophical issues through a rich tapestry

reveals the tragically inept leadership on the part of

of worldviews that include the ideas and traditions

the British commander in chief, Lord Raglan,

of men and women from the West, Asia, the

whose orders for the charge were poorly

Americas and Africa. No other book covers such a
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wide breadth of multicultural coverage coupled

Money
The
Charge
TrustofInvestigation
the Light Brigade
Unitedand
States.
Other
Congress.
Poems

with a clear, concise and engaging writing style.

House. Committee on Banking and Currency 1913

Striking images from fine art, cartoons, poetry,

1949

movies, current events and popular music illustrate

Sessional Papers Great Britain. Parliament. House of

our diverse cultural inheritance and bring the issues

Commons 1902

of philosophy to life. This edition's theme of
personhood is addressed in the Confucian Socially

Alfred Tennyson 1992-09-21 Treasury of verse by

Molded Self, discussions about who is and who is not

the great Victorian poet includes the famous long

a citizen in a republic, the construction of a planned

narrative poem, Enoch Arden, plus "The Lady of

city and the question of whether other animals do

Shalott," "The Charge of the Light Brigade," "Break,

or should enjoy personhood. Important Notice:

break, break," "Flower in the crannied Wall" and

Media content referenced within the product

more. Also included are excerpts from three longer

description or the product text may not be available

works: The Princess, "Maud" and "The Brook."

in the ebook version.

2 years transportation progress 1918

New Times
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